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1. The purpose of this paper is to extend the results of C. J.

Neugebauer in [3], where necessary and sufficient conditions for a

measurable function of a real variable to be equivalent to one which

is differentiable are given, to the case of higher order differentiation

and to functions of several real variables.

Let/: En—+R he a measurable function from M-dimensional Euclid-

ean space to the reals. Q will denote a cube in En; and if £ is a mea-

surable set in En, we denote its measure by 12i|. All functions and sets

will be assumed to be measurable. Suppose that we can write/(x0+0

= PI00)+2?IO(r) where PXssit) is a polynomial of degree gft — 1, then

we say/ has a k— 1 derivative at x0 in the 2> sense (1 gpg co) if

(1) {— f      \Rx0it)\Ht\   V = 0ipk^),       p-*0.
\PnJ\t\s, )

We write

AUf, i) = A*o(0 = 24,(0 hi* = Rx0(t) + i-D^RxS-t).

If 2?z00) = o(| t\k~l) as |j|—»0, Ave say/ has a ft —1 derivative at x0;

and if RXoit) = oi\ t\ *_1) as |i|—>0 through a set of Lebesgue density

1 at Xo, we say/ has an approximate ft—1 derivative at Xo. Finally,

if RXoit) = oi\t\ k~l) for each x0 in a set E provided t—>0 through a set

whose complement has measure zero, we say/ has a (ft — 1)* derivative

for each Xo in E.

With these remarks we can state the following known results.

Theorem A (see [6]). / has a kth derivative in the L2 sense for almost

every Xo in E, \E\ > 0, if and only if for almost every Xo in E there exists

an rix0 = V>Q such ^at

(2) f      i^<<..

Theorem B. / has a kth derivative in the 2> sense (2g£< co) at

almost every XoinE, \e\ >0,if and only if for almost every x0 in E there

exists 77IO = n>0 such that
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(3) I        -]—j-dt < co , I        -:—:-dt < <*>.
•J|«l_,  M"+2i ■'|i|«   Mn+"4

Theorem A is due to Stein and Zygmund and was originally proved

in [5] for the case of a function of a single variable. In [6] it is shown

how it can be extended as indicated here. Theorem B was proved in

[7] for the case k = l. With Theorem A one can prove Theorem B by

using a similar argument to that found in [5, p. 280].

The theorem we wish to prove is the following one.

Theorem 1. f is equivalent to a function which has a kth derivative

almost everywhere in a set E, j E\ >0, if and only if for almost every x

in E there is an nx='n>0 such that the sequence

(4) if      Jf^U"', ,-M.-,IJ HIM    \l\n+Pk >

is bounded.

2. We need some definitions and lemmas to enable us to prove

these theorems. Let Ey= {x: f(x)>y} for real values of y. Set g(x0)

= inf„{y: |E„n<?| =o(\Q\) as \Q\-*0, x0EQ}. Then g: En->R is a
function, is called the upper boundary of/ (see [l]), and satisfies the

properties:

(Pi) f(x)=g(x) at every point of approximate continuity off, and

hence/ is equivalent to g;

(P2) for xo in E„ and e>0, 17>0, the set {x: \x — x0\ <rj and

|g(x)—g(x0)| <«}  has positive measure.

Lemma 1. Let E be a measurable set and suppose f has a (&)* deriva-

tive at each point of E. Then f is equivalent to a function which has a

kth derivative at each point of E.

Proof. Let g be the upper boundary of/. Then/ is equivalent to g

and f(x) =g(x) at every point of E. Let x0 be in E and let «>0 be

given. We may assume PXo(t)=0. There is a 5>0 and a set N,

\N\ =0, and NE{x: \x — x0\ <o} such that |g(x0+*)| ^«M* pro-

vided Xo+tEN and \t\ <5. If N^0, there is a <r>0 and a point to,

\to\ <5, and (xo+t)EN such that |g(x0+/o)| ^(e+<r)|/0| *. By prop-

erty (P2) there is a sequence {tn}, tn—*t0 and x0+t„ is not in N, such

that g(x0+4)^g(xo+/o). This implies |g(x0+io)| ^«|io|* from which

we conclude N = 0, and the lemma follows.

Lemma 2. Assume that for xEE, \E\ >0, there is a set Nx, | A^il =0,

such that Al(t) =0(\t\k) as \t\ —>0for t in Nx. Then there exists a set N,
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\N\ =0, such that A*0)=O(|/|*) as |<|->0 with ix+t)£N for each
x in E.

Proof. Let N he the set of points at which / is not approximately

continuous. | 2V| =0, and it can easily be shown that A*0)=O(|/|*)

as 11\ —>0 with (x + 0C2V for each x in E.

Lemma 3. Let f: £„—»2? be measurable and lg^g ». Then at all

points x, at which f has a kth derivative in the 2> sense, f has an approxi-

mate kth derivative.

Lemma 4. Letf: £B—>2? be measurable such that at each x0 in a set E,

\E\ >0, / has a kth approximate derivative and that the polynomial

Px0it) is zero. Suppose that for each Xo in E there is a set NXll such that

\NX0\ =0 and A*o00 = C?(|/|*) as |*|->0, t^Nx„. Then f has a (ft)*

derivative at almost all x0£2L

Proof. As in Lemma 2, there is a set N, \N\ =0, such that A*0)

= Oi\t\k) as |/|-K) with x±t$N for each xE£. Let FiEF2E ■ ■ •

be a sequence of closed sets such that / restricted to Fi is continuous,

FiEEn — N, and H =U<"i Ft has full measure in every cube. Let

Eim,j) = {xEEr\H:\Axit)\   <w|/|*0<|*|   < l/j,x + tE H\.

One can show these sets are measurable (see e.g. [4]). We will show

that at each point of density of Eim,j)f has a (ft)* derivative, and this

will complete the proof.

Assume x0 is a point of density of Eim,j). Let <r>0 be given. Then

there is a set EiEEim, j) with xo as a point of density, and if x0+/

is in Ei we have |/(x0+0| g^M*- Let

At = {x:ix0 + x + 0/2 E Ei, 0 < | x - x0|   < \ t\

and     \ x0 + I - x\   < icr/m)llk \ 11 }.

Let x be the characteristic function of Ei, then At has measure

equal to

/ *(~WJ  lx0+t-xl<(<T/m)Xlk\t\        \ 2 /

Since x0 is a point of density of the set Ei, this integral is asymptoti-

cally equal to C„io-/m)nlk\ t\ "as \t\ —>0 where Cn is a constant depend-

ing only on n. Hence there is 0<5<l/j such that AtDE^0 when-

ever 0< \t\ <8. Thus for every 11\, 0< 11\ <8, there is an x£^4if^2ii.

Since xG2ii we have |/(x)| gcr|x —x0| *gcr|/| * and if x0+t is in H

we obtain
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I f(x0 + t)\ g | /(xo +1) + (-i)*-y(*) I + I /(*) I

<m\(xo + t - x)/2|* + <r\t\k

Sm(a/m)\ t\k + a\ t\k = 2o-1 t\k.

Hence / has a &th derivative at x0 relative to the set 77.

Lemma 5 (see [2, p. 18]). Let f be a real valued function in Lp(En)

(l^p^ oo) and suppose f has a kth derivative in the Lv sense at each

point of a set E of positive measure. Then, for e > 0, there is a closed set S,

\E — S\ <«, and two functions fi and f2 such that f—fi+f2 with fiECk,
and for x0 in S,

f      | h(xo + t) \pdt = o(Ppk+»),       p -> 0.

3. We are now ready to give the proof of Theorem 1. First let us

assume that there is a function g equivalent to / which has a &th

derivative almost everywhere in E. By Theorem A, for almost every

x in E, there is an ??x = r;>0 such that

(5) !-Pf-dl<<».

We will show that the sequence (4) is bounded at every point x for

which/(x) =g(x), g has a &th derivative and (5) holds. Since g has a

&th derivative, A*(g, t)=o(\t\k). Also, since f(x) =g(x) almost every-

where, there is an in', 0 <r\' <r\, and a set Nx of zero measure such that

A*(0<|/|4for |*| <r)' and t(£Nx. Thus forp^2

r     I t(t) V c     I «*(012
' .   ,       dt g 22~" I ' ,   ,       <*'•

■'lUM' \t\n J \t\t* \t\n

Hence, (4) is bounded with tj replaced by rj'.

Now assume (4) is bounded, with A7< °o as bound. Then we have

ess sup|A4(0| ^M"|<|fc, 0<|/| <rj. The finiteness of the first term

of the sequence (p — 2) implies the existence of the &th derivative in

the L2 sense almost everywhere in E and that/ is in L2 of a neighbor-

hood of almost every point of E. Let e>0 be given. By Lemma 5,

there is a set 5 such that/=/i+/2, | E — S\ <e, /i is Ck, and for x in S,

(6) f       | /i(x + t) \2dl = ofj2^").

Since e is arbitrary, it is enough to show that /2 is equivalent to a
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function which has ft derivatives at almost every point of S. Equation

(6) and Lemma 3 imply that f2 has a ftth approximate derivative at

the points x0 in 5 and that the polynomial PXf)(t) for/2 is zero. Since

/i is Ck, it follows that A*(/i, t) =o(| t\k) and hence A*(/2, t)=Oi\t\k)

provided |/| <n and t(£Nx, \NX\ =0. Now apply Lemma 4 and

Lemma 1.

We point out that the boundedness of (4) and Theorem B imply

that / has a ftth derivative in the Lp sense (2 g/> < oo) almost every-

where in E. The boundedness of (4) may be regarded as a condition

for the existence of the ftth derivative in the 2> sense (2g/>< co)

almost everywhere in E and uniformly in p. This is precisely what is

needed to pass to the p= °o case, as was pointed out in [3] for a

function of a single variable.
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